[Quantitative studies on dauricine block of cardiac sodium channels].
Quantitative studies on kinetics of dauricine (Dau) blockade of cardiac sodium channels based on the model of gate-related receptor hypothesis were performed by using computer simulation. The time constant of recovery from blocking of Dau at holding potential -80 mV was 9.8 s and increased with membrane potential hyperpolarization, which suggested that Dau might be trapped in channel by activation gate. The apparent rate of onset of blocking of Dau was 0.33/pulse at stimulation frequency of 1.0 Hz. These results showed that Dau blocks sodium channel in a fast-in-slow-out (FISO) fashion. The binding rate of drug-receptor at clamping potential -50 mV was 753 kL.mol-1.s-1, the unbinding rate was 32.86/s, with Kd of 44 mumol.L-1 which coincided reasonably with documented IC50 value of 46 mumol.L-1 for inhibition of sodium current. The studies also showed a shift by -4 mV on the mid-point of h infinity curve. All these studies lead us to suggest that the binding site of Dau in cardiac sodium channel is activation gate-related receptor site.